
 

What is it? 
Flipgrid is a video-discussion tool that allows participants to engage with each 
other via audio/video recordings. It is available on most platforms with a 
camera and microphone that can connect to the internet. Participants can post 
at anytime, eliminating the need for an arranged meeting time. Flipgrid is 
supported through central IT and has gone through the full review process.  

Why use Flipgrid? 
While there is a definite place for typed discussion boards within a course, 
there is also significance in having “face-to-face” discussions and moments of 
sharing. Flipgrid provides a platform for students to interact in a modified face-
to-face environment where community and connection can continue to grow.  
An added benefit is experience with using and interacting in a video-based 
environment, one that is becoming more prevalent in medical practice.  

How do I access my account? 
In a browser (Chrome preferred) go to www.flipgrid.com and select Educator 
Login from the top. Choose Microsoft and enter your @virginia.edu email. You 
may be prompted to authenticate yourself through NetBadge.  

Getting Started Guide 
Be sure to head to http://blog.flipgrid.com/gettingstarted to explore the 
options for recording and posting!  

Help!  
Be sure to check out the Flipgrid resources blog: https://blog.flipgrid.com/
amplify/#flipgridresources After reviewing the available resources, if you have 
any questions or issues in accessing Flipgrid, please contact Kevin Tressler at 
kt5jn@virginia.edu. You can also email Kevin to set up a time to discuss ways to 
integrate Flipgrid into your course(s).  
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Grid actions and options
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Grid edits

Grid name and code

Grid type and password option

Featured options for the Grid

Grid banner selection/upload

Delete Grid, Cancel edits, or 
Update Grid. You must click 

Update Grid to save changes. 



Navigating and Editing Topics from Grid View

Topic actions and options

Edit options for topic only, not the Grid.

Hide topic from participant view.

Make a copy of the topic.

Delete this topic from Grid.

Topic status - Active, Frozen, or Hidden & Adding a New Topic

Active - can be seen and responded to

Hidden - can’t be seen or responded to

Frozen - can be seen but not responded to

Adding a new topic
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Navigating and Editing Topics from Topic View
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Topic edits

Topic title and timing

Topic prompt/description

Optional focus media (edit or delete)

Optional Topic Tip for responses

Attach any URL as needed

Topic Status options

Video Features options

Feedback options - leave as is

Either Delete or Update. For Updates 
to save, you must click Update. 



Adding a New Grid
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add a New 

Grid
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Adding a new Grid
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